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Service Design Toolkit 
 
This toolkit contains all the tools used over the first 4 sessions 
of the Service Design Tailored Training Programme held by the 
Service Futures Lab, London College of Communication, 
University of the Arts, London from April to June 2022.
The contents of this toolkit are licensed under ‘Creative 
Commons Attribution and Share Alike’ licence and participants 
of the program must attribute accordingly, if sharing with other 
non-participants.
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01. Superhero
Tool 
Tool Purpose:
The superhero tool is a fun tool that helps people to identify skills in themselves. While one part (Clark 
Kent) addresses the skills that they use in their daily life, the other one (Superman) enables people to 
imagine skills that they could have if there were no limitations or barriers.

Materials Required: A3/A4 sheets, markers, pens

Instructions:
Step 1: Start by printing out the template on an A3/A4 sheet. Fold the sheet in the middle, putting the 
Clark Kent and Superman sides on either half.
Step 2: Reflect on your individual skills with the help of prompts such as core skills, super tools and 
your kryptonite by starting with the Clark Kent side first and then moving on to the Superman side.
Step 3: Remember to have fun. Feel free to write or illustrate, consciously breaking through 
constraints and limitations.

SESSION 1 | DISCOVER
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02. IDEO Method
Cards
Tool Purpose:
This deck of cards gives various methods of approaching user-centred design. Each one of them 
comes with a brief description and instructions on when to use them. They can be used to plan 
projects, inspire new approaches, inspire teammates  overcome challenges. 

Materials Required: Printed deck of IDEO Method Cards

Instructions:
Step 1: Print the page and cut each card along the dotted lines. Familiarise yourself with the entire 
deck of cards. Shuffle them before using.
Step 2: Based on the stage of the design process you or your team are at, pick cards that are suitable 
to you.
Step 3: They’re not exhaustive on guiding ‘how to’ in design processes. Hence, feel free to adapt 
them to you or the project’s needs.

How to access: You can find a hard copy in the LCC Library or buy your own deck at:
https://stoutbooks.com/products/ideo-method-cards-51-ways-to-inspire-design-61457

SESSION 1 | DISCOVER
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03. Journey
Maps
Tool Purpose:
Journey maps help to visualise every step of a user’s journey while interacting with a service or a 
digital product. They give a user-centric view of interaction across various touchpoints over a period 
of time, helping to improve the user experience.

Materials Required: Printed journey map templates, markers

Instructions
Step 1: Based on user interactions and research, jot down as many touch points from the start to the 
end of a user’s journey while using a service. 
Step 2: Mark each of these touch points against the scale of emotions based on how good, bad or 
neutral their experience was.
Step 3: Analyse the strengths and weaknesses of a service by comparing various user journey maps.

SESSION 1 | DISCOVER
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04. Persona
Cards
Tool Purpose:
Personas are fictional characters based on user research which depict the various needs, goals and 
behaviours of the users. Persona cards provide a framework to generate these personas. Their 
purpose is to understand important characteristics of a particular user group, build empathy and 
understand the users better.

Materials Required: Markers, old newspapers, old magazines, scissors, glue, pens

Instructions
Step 1: Name your persona and define their age and profession to give some context. 
Step 2: Add details based on the targeted use group. Illustrate or use magazine and newspaper 
cutouts to describe these various characteristics in the big square on the sheets, like a collage.
Step 3: Try to empathise with the persona to think of additional details such as special quotes, 
strengths and weaknesses. Get messy. Don’t forget to have fun!

SESSION 2 | DISCOVER
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05. AEIOU
Map
Tool Purpose:
AEIOU Maps can be worked on collaboratively to understand the user’s goals, pain points and 
behaviours. The purpose of this map is to organise observations that unify and distinguish aspects of 
a user’s life, enabling you to empathise with them. The aim is to describe a user’s ecosystem through 
activities, environments, interactions, objects and users.

Materials Required: AEIOU Map Template, Markers

Instructions
Step 1: As a team, analyse and break down a user persona by discussing various attributes that 
comprise a user’s environment and personality.
Step 2: Organise these on the sheet. There’s no specific skill that’s required as a pre-requisite and 
each team member can equally participate in the activity.
Step 3: Once done organising, list down things that you learnt and unlearnt about the user, as a team

SESSION 2 | DEFINE



What we LEARNED

What we UNLEARNED

Environment

Interactions

Objects

Users

Activities

The entire arena where 
activities take place.

What best describes the 
atmosphere and function of the 

context, including individual 
and shared spaces?

are between a person and someone or something else, 
and are the building blocks of activities.

What is the nature of routine and special interactions 
between people, between people and objects in their 

environment, and across distances?

The building blocks of the environment, key elements some-
times put to complex or even unintended uses.

What are the objects and devices people have in their envi-
ronments? How do these relate to their activities?

The people whose behavious, preferences, 
and needs are being observed.

Who is present?
What are their roles and relationships?
What are their values and prejudices?

Goal-directed sets of actions.
What are the pathways that people take toward the 

actions and processs?
How long do they spend doing something?

Who are they doing it with?
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06. Value and
Asset Map
Tool Purpose:
Value-mapping as a tool takes a holistic, multi-stakeholder approach in the generation of services. 
It traditionally focuses on both the positive and negative impacts of the value which a service creates. 
It is not only user centred but also looks into making the services more sustainable for its employees. 
when combined with asset mapping - a tool that helps organisations to optimise resources they 
already have - this allows designers to find a match between the service and its users.

Materials: Printout of Value and Asset Map (A2), Markers, Scissors

Instructions
Step 1: As service designers, map out all the resources that could be assets to your service. 
Categorise these into systems, people and environments using the cut-out pawns.
Step 2: You can customise these by writing names of specific stakeholders, internal systems, silos to 
make it more detailed.Draw links between these assets that interact with each other at various touch 
points. Use cut-out emojis to understand the positive or negative value created with each important 
interaction.

SESSION 2 | DEFINE
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Print on A2 sheet

System People Environment
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Emoji and Icon Set

Icons for system

Icons for people

Icons for environment
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07. Prototyping
Activity Guidelines
Tool Purpose:
This guide will provide you / your team with suggestions for a prototyping session and a process for 
properly testing and exploring ideas. By turning abstract concepts into concrete ones, prototyping 
helps identify the issue and test results. You can quickly test ideas and make improvements to them 
in a similar amount of time.

Materials Required: Lego, any discarded items around you, such as paper cups, scrap paper, drink 
bottles, tapes, sticky notes etc.

Instructions
Step 1: 5 mins - Determine your purpose for prototyping (e.g., in which platform, who the user is, what 
problem to solve, the scope of the prototype)
Step 2: 45 mins - Prototyping with a variety of materials (it can be the problems within a specific area; 
or the products or systems the end users or stakeholders are going to use)
Step 3: 10 mins - Discuss and share what you've learned from the process and the tests you intend 
to run.

SESSION 3 | DEVELOP
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08. isITethical?
Cards
Tool Purpose:
To help you and your team generate a shared understanding of the ethical aspects of your project by 
playing a card game before designing or delivering the project, sparking a dialogue about the highest 
values and avoiding duplication of design due to different values in subsequent outputs. Find out 
more on www.isitethical.org

Requirements: 1 Facilitator and at least 3 Participants. Deck of Ethical Cards

Instructions
Step 1: The facilitator explains to all players the objective of the game and the product, planning, or 
design that each of the cards is meant to describe.
Step 2: The facilitator distributes three cards to each individual (including himself/herself) and gives 
them 5–10 minutes to read them. Make sure to read the card names as well as the written explanation 
that is provided below each card.
Step 3: From the remaining cards on the table, the facilitator opens three more cards and lays them 
in the centre. Then, starting with the facilitator, each individual chooses a card from their hand. You 
may substitute this card for any one of the three cards on the table if you believe it has value in relation 
to the project.

SESSION 4 | DELIVER
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09. Ethical Vision
Sheet with Visual Prototype
Tool Purpose:
It works best for summarising the project after prototyping, mapping in the Logic Model Sheet, and 
using Is It Ethical Card. It helps in completing the project according to the prompts in the brackets.

Materials Required: Print outs of Ethical Vision Sheet (A3), Pens

Instructions:
Step 1: Fill each section out concisely as a team with the help of the prompts mentioned on the sheet
Step 2: Put the image of the prototype that your team has worked on, which is descriptive and 
represents the values of your team and the service you are providing.

SESSION 4 | DELIVER
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(image)(title)

(Name of your team

 

 

  

Work together many hands and styles encouraged!

A  project by:

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

to transform IT course support by 

improving

(What is it? Name it!) 
We propose 

(Think about your HMW)  

This is a

, inspired by

.

(Service, system, product, movement, experience, intervention, movement?)

as our
innovation values.

(Axiology) 

for 
(For who? Who are the users? 

(what does it do, how, where, what it offers) 
It

Name your project 
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10. Logic
Model
Tool Purpose:
The logic model helps you think not only of outputs but also of outcomes and impact and the value 
of this impact. It helps you to plan for how you will identify, record and evidence the impact of your 
projects. It is an effective tool to assist in project planning, evaluation, and reporting when presenting 
forward a service design project. The logic model, which is composed of seven panels, outlines the 
relationship between a program's resources, actions, and anticipated results as well as its underlying 
ideas and presumptions. A variety of participants use it as a collaborative tool to exchange 
presumptions, underlying concepts, etc.

Materials Required: Print outs of Logic Model Sheet (A3), Pens

Tips:
1. Each panel contains least amount information as possible that is expressed in the simplest terms.
2. Many research funders are aware of and use the model (higher education and other funding
    agencies). It is commonly implemented at UAL.
3. Output is the shorter-term changes that need to happen to achieve your impact , while output is the
    product of your activities and services.

SESSION 4 | DELIVER



Participation Activities Outputs Indicators Outcomes

Impact / Value 

What do you need to 
deliver? (finances, 
people, tech, data, in -
kind support)

Who is involved? Who 
is not? Beneficiaries? 
Ethical Framework 

Detail 
Activities & Events 

What is going to be 
delivered when the 
project ends? 

What  are you going 
to be measured? 

How do you know KE is 
going to be 

successful? For whom?

  
  

   

What changes does 
your project drive in 
the short and medium 
term? 

                         Think about the value constellation that your project will open in the longer term, the net (connected or not) of people and things that are going to be impacted. 

Project:               
Contact: (Name/email)

Chat, reflect together, share, write or doodle 

Start Date/ End Date
Funding Details:
 

Inputs
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Credits
Service Futures Lab, London College of Communication, University of the Arts London

Programme Design and Delivery: 
Dr. Silvia Grimaldi, Reader in Service Design and Collaborative Futures
Dr. Malé Luján Escalante, Senior Lecturer in Co-Design and Knowledge Exchange

Additional Academic Delivery:
Marion Lagedamont, Lecturer in Prototyping, Materialising and Storytelling for Design Futures 

Evaluation Framework:  
Dr. Lara Salinas, Senior Lecturer in Service Design 

Project Management and Service Design: Yashwanthi Balamurugan Sumithra 

Service Design Team: Yin Zhou, Chalisa (Best) Intisarn, Anushka Joshi 

Evaluator: Yini Zheng 

Graphic Design: Chaehee Lee 

Photography: Nana Maiolini
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Participants:
Adam Richardson, Business Analyst, Programmes and Projects
Bear Shaw, Head of Academic Development and Services Delivery Programmes, Management
Carlo Bartolucci, Solutions Architect, Architecture Team
Caroline Kelly, Head of Application Delivery, Application Delivery
Claire Trew, Business Analyst, Programmes and Projects 
Cordelia Lean, Project Manager, Programmes and Projects 
Darren Gash, Manager, UAL Online
Donovan Grant, Business Analyst, Programmes and Projects 
Hannah Hyde, Digital Learning Engagement Support, UAL Online
Imogen Morten-Spencer, Head of IT Project Delivery, Programmes and Projects 
Justin Birt Head of Architecture, Architecture Team
Joseph Cianchi, Assistant Head of Academic Registry, LCC –Academic Registry
Kevin Kingham, Technical Project Manager, Programmes and Projects 
Kerry Sullivan, Head of Course Support, AR Course Support Management
Paul McMullan, Senior Project Manager / Portfolio Manager, Programmes and Projects
Ruth Powell, Technology-Enhanced Learning Services Manager, UAL Online
Sarah Burton, Senior Business Analyst, Programmes and Projects 
Sarah Kelly, Project Manager, Programmes and Projects 
Stephanie Ojinta, Business Analyst, Programmes and Projects 
Wayne Henneker, Senior Digital Learning Support Co-Ordinator, UAL Online


